Resources

The list below includes publications and presentations to professional audiences for which Robert Bateman has created, co-authored or contributed a major part of the flashing and waterproofing details. Contact the author for availability of the listed items at jrobert.bateman@gmail.com.

Flashing Details

PowerPoint — **Leak-free Exterior Details**, Construction Business and Technology Conference, Santa Clara, CA, 1997


PowerPoint — **Special Wall Configurations**, RCI — So Cal, April 2006


PowerPoint — **What’s Around the Corner? Building Envelope Flashing**, Construct 2011, Chicago, IL, CSI, September 2011


PowerPoint — **Application of Polymeric Building Wraps**, Westcon, Berkeley, CA, November 2014

PowerPoint — **Hand Drawing Details for BT (building technology)**, SGH company seminar, San Francisco, CA, September 27, 2015

Stucco Flashing


PowerPoint — **Casing the Joint**, ASCE 6th Forensic Engineering Congress, San Francisco, CA, November 2012


Standard — **NAAMM ELMA 920-09, Guide Specifications for Metal Lathing and Furring**, NAAMM, 2010
Window/Door Flashing

Standard — **CAWM 400-95 Standard Practice for Installation of Windows with Integral Mounting Flange**, CAWM, 1995 (superseded by AAMA 2400-00)


PowerPoint — **Window Flashing Basics**, SGH company seminar, September 2006

PowerPoint — **Recessed Window Flashing**, SGH company seminar, September 2006

PowerPoint — **Sill Pan Flashing for Block-Frame Windows in Recessed Concrete Openings**, RCI, Atlanta, GA, October 2006


PowerPoint — **A Flash in the Pan**, RCI Symposium, Atlanta, GA, RCI, October 2008


Sheet Metal Flashing

PowerPoint — **Flashings, Part A, Stucco as a Weather Protection System**, Westcon, November 2006 (repeated for So Cal RCI, Anaheim, CA, 2007)

Seminar Workbook — **Supplemental Details for Sheet Metal Wall Flashing Details**, Berkeley, CA, Westcon, November 2010


Self-Adhering Flashing (SAF)


PowerPoint — **Designing and Specifying Self-Adhering Flashings for the Window-Wall Interface**, BETEC Spring Symposium, Atlanta, GA, June 2004